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The quest for photonic materials has reanimated colloidal crystal
research with an emergence of innovative preparation methods, new
ordered structures, and applications. Colloidal crystal self-assembly
has attracted particular attention due to its potential as an efficient,
inexpensive mass production method.1 In addition, it provides the
possibility to prepare ordered states of matter that are not accessible
by other existing nanofabrication methods.2 The self-assembly pro-
cess involving multiple colloidal components of different materials
and dimensions offers additional potential. For example, multi-
component colloidal crystals can provide intricate structures as the
basis for photonic and phononic band gap materials and multiscale
porous materials with very large surface area for applications in
ion exchange, molecular separation, catalysis, chromatography,
biomaterials engineering, and membrane reactors.3

Recent work has been directed toward the preparation and
characterization of binary colloidal crystals.4 This study reports the
first successful co-transfer of a three-component mixture with
colloidal particles of different materials and diameters in suspension
yielding multilayered trimodal colloid crystals by vertical lifting
deposition. Pyrolysis of the organic components in these films led
to binary inverse opals with a combination of meso- and macroporous
cavities. The optical properties of the prepared materials were
characterized by vis-NIR spectroscopy, and the measured spectral
shifts allowed quantitative calculation of the volume fraction of
all components in the film. The crystal structure deduced from these
calculations was compared with computer models of the possible
particle packing and agreed well with the morphology observed
by SEM.

Scheme 1 illustrates the preparation procedure for the trimodal
colloid crystals and their corresponding binary inverse opals. We
selected polystyrene (PS) microspheres of a diameterD ) 465 nm
as the large particles, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) nano-
spheresD ) 84 nm as the intermediate colloids, and silica
nanoparticlesD ) 6 nm as the small component. The relative size
ratios wereγI/L ) DIntermediate/DLarge ) 0.18, andγS/I ) DSmall/
DIntermediate) 0.071, while the relative concentrations wereφI/L )
CIntermediate/CLarge ) 0.09 andφS/I ) CSmall/CIntermediate) 1.1. The
trimodal films prepared with these parameters maintained the fcc
packing of the large PS particles with the intermediate PMMA
particles occupying the interstitial voids, while the remaining
volume was completely filled with the small silica nanoparticles.
These silica particles formed the binary inverse opals after
pyrolysis.5 Apparently, the combined effects of the capillary forces
and the liquid flux from the suspension to the drying crystal film
drive the trimodal crystallization of the particles into an optimal
packing, when the meniscus sweeps over the glass substrate while
being lifted from the suspension at a controlled speed. By changing
the experimental parameters, the overall film thickness can be varied
from 500 nm up to 6µm.

Figure 1 shows SEM images of the various samples prepared,
with the top view of a binary colloidal structure (bCC) consisting

of PS (large) and PMMA (intermediate) in Figure 1a. The 3-fold
hollow sites at the (111) surface of the fcc PS crystal are mainly
filled with PMMA particle triplets. Because the PMMA particles
start to decompose under the electron beam, these triplets show
some deformation compared with a stable PS/PS composite crystal.5

The image in Figure 1b displays the trimodal PS/PMMA/silica
composite film (tCC) which was transferred from a mixed particle
suspension with the same PS and PMMA concentration as in Figure
1a and the above specified amount of silica nanoparticles added.
In this case, the silica nanoparticles fully occupy the remaining
space between the PS and PMMA spheres, with the latter showing
beginning decomposition under the electron beam of the micro-
scope. These experiments clearly demonstrate that even in these
trimodal particle mixtures the large PS spheres can form a perfect
fcc lattice during vertical lifting deposition and accommodate
smaller particles in the interstitial space. Figure 1c exhibits the top
view of the binary inverse opal (bIO) formed by pyrolysis of the

Scheme 1

Figure 1. LV-SEM images of the colloid structures. (a) Binary colloid
crystal (bCC) from large PS and small PMMA particles. (b) Trimodal CC
from large PS, intermediate PMMA, and small silica particles. (c) Top view
of binary inverse opal (bIO) after PS and PMMA pyrolysis of the tCC from
(b). (d) Fracture of the bIO from (c).
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PS and PMMA particles from the tCC of Figure 1b, leaving a
granular silica matrix from the sintered nanoparticles (as indicated
by TEM; see Supporting Information, Figure S1b). The sintering
process is accompanied with a minor shrinkage of the lattice
structure by 2-5%. Highlighted with the blue circle is the first
order macropore with a diameter of 456 nm which originates from
the large PS particles and is interconnected with 12 neighboring
air spheres by the dark 140 nm windows. The highlighted air sphere
triplet in the red circle represents the secondary order pores with a
dimension of 80 nm, originating from the intermediate PMMA
particles. These pores are also connected with each other by small
windows that are formed by the particle-particle contact during
drying. Since the size of the connecting windows scales with the
particle diameter, we estimate the small window diameters between
the secondary pores to be about 25 nm in the mesoporous range
(80:25) 456:140). Thus a regular lattice with a hierarchical film
structure of interconnected meso- and macropores is easily created
by the presented method. The distribution of PMMA particles within
the whole composite film (and not only at the surface) is revealed
by the black pores marked with the green arrow in Figure 1c and
corroborated by the pores (highlighted with the red arrows) in the
fractured sample of Figure 1d.

The optical properties of all films were characterized by vis-
NIR spectroscopy with the incident light normal to the fcc (111)
plane (substrate surface). The spectra are presented in Figure 2a,
where the distinct stop band for each structure confirms the high
order with a characteristic lattice dimension, despite the coexistence
of multiple materials with different length scales. The mCC
spectrum (iii) with a peak wavelength of 1122 nm represents the
reference for the following discussion. Compared to the mCC, the
position of the bCC stop band (iv) shifted to a higher wavelength
of 1138 nm, and that of the tCC (v) shifted even higher to 1158
nm. The stop bands of both inverse opals shifted to significantly
lower wavelengths, namely, 776 nm (ii) for the monomodal inverse
opal (mIO) and 755 nm (i) for bIO.

These stop band shifts can be explained by Bragg’s law
considering the components’ refractive indices and their volume
filling fractions.6 In the case of the bCC, which comprises large
PS particles (nPS) 1.59) and intermediate PMMA particles (nPMMA

) 1.49) with air (nair ) 1) filling the voids, the PS particles pack
in a regular fcc lattice with a volume fraction of 0.74. Using Bragg’s
law (eqs 1 and 2 in Supporting Information) with the measured
stop band wavelength of 1138 nm of the bCC, the PMMA volume
fraction, φPMMA, was calculated as 9( 3%. From the mIO stop
band position, a refractive index for the nanoporous silica matrix
could be determined asnSilicaMatrix ) 1.19 (for details, see Supporting
Information);φPMMA andφPS in the tCC were regarded as identical
to its corresponding bCC since silica nanoparticles do not appear
to obstruct the packing manner of larger spheres as shown by SEM.5

This assumption was confirmed by back calculation of the theoreti-
cal tCC and bIO stop band positions. The derived value forφPMMA

was further translated into a crystal structure of the bCC, tCC, and
bIO, with each large PS particle (L) correlating to approximately
21-23 intermediate (I) PMMA particles. By computer modeling
based on geometrical analyses and optimum position searching, it
was found for a size ratio ofγPMMA/PS ) 0.18 that each tetrahedral
site between four large PS colloids accommodates four intermediate
PMMA particles, while each octahedral site (between six PS
spheres) can accommodate up to 15 PMMA particles. Results are
shown in Figure 2b for PS in blue and PMMA in red (upper left,
tetrahedral site viewed from bottom; upper right, an open tetrahedral
site with top large particle removed; lower left, an open octahedral
site with one large particle removed; lower right, octahedral site
viewed from top; see details in Supporting Information). Consider-
ing each large sphere is surrounded by eight tetrahedral and six
octahedral sites, the stoichiometric composition was derived as LI23.
As such, the computer model results correspond well to theφPMMA

value deduced from spectral data analysis.
In conclusion, we have prepared multilayered trimodal colloidal

structures in a single transfer step using the vertical lifting deposition
method. Subsequent pyrolysis led to binary inverse opals. Vis-
NIR spectroscopic characterization demonstrated the existence of
highly ordered crystal structures. From the spectral data, the volume
fraction of the intermediate particles was derived and further
translated into an average crystal stoichiometry of LI21-23, which
was confirmed by a computer model. Due to the broad adjustable
range of particle sizes and size ratios (further details in Supporting
Information) as well as the simplicity of the preparation method,
this type of hierarchical material offers significant potential in
photonics, phononics, separations, and catalysis, to name only a
few.
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Figure 2. (a) Vis-NIR spectra of the formed binary inverse opal (bIO),
monomodal inverse opal (mIO), monomodal colloid crystal (mCC), binary
colloidal crystal (bCC), and trimodal colloidal crystal (tCC). (b) Computer
simulated filling of the tetrahedral (upper row) and octahedral site (lower
row) with small particles (γ ) 0.18).
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